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Abstract  

Magnetic measurements and neutron diffraction experiments have been performed on a Tb2PdzosSno.,~ 5 polycrystalline 
sample. Two antiferromagnetic transitions are obtained at TN -- 27.3(2) K and T~ = 20.8(5) K, respectively. The magnetic 
structure between Ts and T., is characterized by an incommensurate wave vector k t = (k~ k, 1/2)  (with a continuous 
decrease of the incommensurate component k, from k,. = 0.115(5) at T = 26.3 K to kx = 0.070(5) at T --- 20.8 K). Below T z, a 
commensurate magnetic structure is observed, with k2 = (0 0 1/2) wave vector (k~ locked to zero). This low temperature 
magnetic structure is described as a non-collinear arrangement of terbium m,gnetic moments along the [110] and [1]0] 
directions of the tetragonal unit cell, according to the FH~ irreducible representation of the wave vector group. The value of 
the ordered magnetic moment is equal to 8.70(5) ~ n / T b  3+ at T = 1.5 K. © 1997 Elsevier Science S.A. 
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I. Introduction 

U:M,,X intermetallic compounds (M ~3d or 4d 
transition element and X ~ Sn, In), which crystallize 
in a tetragonal ordered structure derived from U~Si:- 
type structure (P4/mbm space group), have been 
extensively studied over the last few years, by electri- 
cal resistivity, specific heat and magnetic measure- 
ments as well as by X-ray and neutron diffraction 
[I-6l. 

Magnetically ordered UzMzSn compounds are an- 
tiferromagnetie, with magnetic structures depending 
on the nature of the transition element M. The mag- 
netic structures of U, Ni2Sn and U~Rh:Sn are de- 
scribed as a collinear arrangement of uranium mag- 
netic moments with k ~ (0 0 I/2) wave vector [5,6,8], 
while a k ~ (0 0 0) non.collinear magnetic structure is 
observed for U:Pd:Sn [7]. 
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Tile Rare-Earth (RE) based stannides RE:Pd:,~, 
Sn~.., exist wtth RE ~ Ce, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and 
Er, All these compounds are isostructural and adopt 
for x ~ 0 a new superstructure of U~Si: type [9], thus 
allowing a comparative study of the influence of RE 
nature on the magnetic properties in the series. 
Ce~Pd: ~,Snl ~, compounds, ibr instance, have been 
prepared within a large range of homogeneity on the 
palladium-rich side [0.04(3) :~ x :~ 0.21(4)], with mag~ 
netic properties dependant on the chemical composi- 
tion [10]. The magnetic structures of the series 
RE2Pd2,xSnt~, have been published only ft, the 
compound Ce2Pd:.,4Sn,,~, [11], for which the cerium 
magnetic moments are parallel to the tetragonal 
axis and arranged either in an incommensurate 
k ~ (k,  0 O) antiferromagnetic structure between 
TN ~ 4.8(2) K and T c ~ 3.0(2) K, or a ferromagnetic 
structure below T c. 

Here we show magnetic measurements and neutron 
diffraction experiments performed on a Tb:Pdz,~s 
Snq~,,5 polycrystalline sample. 
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2. Ex~rimental part 
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4. Magnetic measurements 

The sample was prepared by arc-melting stoechio- 
metric amounts of the constituent elements under a 
argon atmosphere. The obtained alloy was then an- 
nealed for 4 weeks at 800°C in a quartz crucible 
sealed under vacuum. 

Magnetization measurements were carried out in 
the 2-35 K temperature range using a Superconduct- 
ing Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magne- 
tometer. 

Neutron diffraction experiments have been per- 
formed at the Orph6e reactor (Saclay, France), on the 
3T2 (High Resolution Powder Diffractometer, 
3, = 1.2272 .~) and G41 (8~  cells PSD, A = 2.425 ,~.) 
two-axis diffractometers [12]. Neutron data were ana- 
lyzed with the Rietveid.ty~ FULLPROF program 
[13], using the neutron scattering lengths from [14]: 
b~,=0.738 10° t" cm, bpd =0.591 I0- ~" cm and 
bs, = 0.6225 10 ~ t: cm. The magnetic form factor for 
Tb ~* was calculated in the dipolar approximation 
with the (j.,) and ( j : )  values extracted from [15]. 

3. C r y s t a l  s t r u c t u r e  

The T~:Pd~,~Sn.,,~ neutron l~wder diffraction 
pattern at room temperature is shown in Fig. I, 
FULLPROF analysis of these data, on the ba~i~ of 
U~Si: derived structure (P4/mbm space group) of 
[10], leads to the structural parameters (cell param¢o 
ters, atomic positions, isotropic thermal factors and 
occupation numbers)listed in Table I. 

The thermal dependence of the magnetic suscepti- 
bility, obtained with an external applied field of 
250 G, is represented in Fig. 2. It shows a pronounced 
maximum at T~ = 27.5(5) K, characteristic of antifer- 
romagnetic ordering. At lower temperatures, a 
small kink in the x = f ( T )  curve is observed at 
7",-  23.5t5) K, which can be attributed to another 
magnetic transition in the sample. 

From higher temperature magnetic susceptibility 
data, an effective experimental magnetic moment 
(#~.~xp. = 10.15 #a/terbium) is deduced, in good 
agreement with the Tb ~+ free ion theoretical 
value ( # ~ f t h = 9 . 7 2  # . ) ,  As expected, the para- 
magnetic Curie temperature is found to be negative 

- 

5, Magnetic structures 

Medium resolution neutron powder diffraction pat- 
terns (A=2,425 A) for Tb:Pd:,~Sn.,~ have been 
recorded in the !.5=31 K low temperature range. 
These patterns (Fig. 3) clearly show the existence of 
new Bragg peaks, connected to 3D autiferromagnetic 
ordering in ~ :Pd , .~Sn . .~ .  This antiferromagnetic 
order is t,~mperature-dependent, as seen in Fig. 3. 
All the magnetic Bragg peaks below 7'~ ~ 27.3(2) K 
can be eft~ctively indexed with the help of a 
k ~ ( k ,  k, I/2)otype wavevector; k, values are in° 
conlmcnsurate in the higher temperature range 
(20.~5) K ~  T ~  TN) and commensurate at lower 
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Pig+ l+ +l!;+:Pd:~++Sn.+, llr~tltrOi|l ~ + w O c I  + diffraction pattern (A ~ i.2272 +~.) at r~mm t¢il l | '~ratl+r+ (¢~pcrimcatal points, calculated and 
dlffc~ct~¢c profiles; vcrti,cal ticks fi~r 2% Bragg ~sitkms in the P4/mbm space gt+oup), 
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Table 1 
Tb 2 Pd2 usSn.,~ 5 structural parameters at room temperature (from 3T2 high resolution neutron powder diffraction data) 
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P4 /mbm space group [a = 7.6333(3) ,g,; c = 3.7374(2) .~] 

Atom Site x v : Biso (A,:) 

Tb (4h) O. 1747(2) 0,674'7(2) 
Pdl (4g) 0.3726(3) 0,872613) 
Sn (2a) 0 0 
Pd2 (4e) 0 0 

Occupation (%) 

05 0.7."4(4) i 
0 0.99(6) 1 
0 0.99(6) 0.97~71 
0.26(6) 0.99(6) 0.01M7) 

R~ = 5.1%; ~2 = !.34. 
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Fig. 2. Thermal variation of the nlilgnetic SilSCeptibility of 
Tb: Pd2,~Sn,,s (external Iield H ~ 250 G). 

temperatures [T ~ 23.6(5) K]. A region of coexistence 
of incommensurate k t = (k, k, 1/2) and commensu- 
rate k: ~ (0 0 I/2) wave vectors is then observed, 
which could be due to chemical inhomogeneities in 
the sample. 

Thermal variations of the dh~rspacing and inte- 
grated intensity of the most intense magnetic Bragg 
peak (0 0 0) ' ,  are plotted in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. A 
large increase of dm o ,.~ is observed below TN down 
to T: ~ 20.8(5) K, as a consequence of a continuous 
decrease of the incommensurate k~ component in 
this temperature range (from k, ~ 0.11515) at T ~ 26.3 
K to k, ~ 0.070(5) at T ~ 20.8 K). Below T~, d,o, ,j, 
is independent of temperature, corresponding to 
d.~, tt.~ only, i.e. to the commensurate k~ *~ (0 0 I /2)  
antiferromagnetic structure of Tb, Pd :..5 Sn.,~.~. 

The coexistence of the two wavevectors 
k t ' ~ ( k ,  k<, 1/2), with k,~O and k : ~ ( 0  0 1/21 
is evidenced by the plot in Fig. 5 [T~22.1 K: 
k, = 0.0721511. 

Possible magnetic arrangements for the wave vec- 
tor k ~ (0 0 I/2) and magnetic moments located in 
(4h) Wyckoff position (P4/mbm space group), have 
been previously described by Bour,~e et al. [5], using 
representation group theory arguments. All of these 
magnetic structure~ correspond to magnetic moments 
directed either parallel 1I" 2, 1°'8, L,), or perpendicular 
{ I f ' l ,  i~3 , I~,~, 1"7, F l i i )  t o  the tetragonal c-axis. 

The existence of the (0 () 1/21 magnetic Bragg 
peaks in the neutron diffraction patterns of 

Fig. 3. Tb,Pd,,sSn,:~s neutron powder diffractiop patterns (,~ 
2.425 ~.) vs. temperature: incommensurate (20.~5) < ;XK) < T~ 
27.3(2)) and commensurate iT < T~ ~ 20.8(5) K) magaetic pha~s 
are dearly seen in the figure. 

Tb 2 Pd~.sSn.,~5 clearly shows that ' Ib  ~' magnetic moo 
meats are not parallel to the ¢-~xis: ~:ild leads to 
exclude any irreducible representatizn with: 

4 

M, ~ O, 

where M, stands tbr the magnetic moments located at 
t i l l :  Tb I) [x 1 / 2 + x  !/2], ( i~2 :  Tb:) [=x 
I / 2 - x  I/2], ( i~3 :  The) [ 1 / 2 + x  =x 1/2] and 
( i = 4 : T b 4 ) [ l / 2 - x  x l /2]Tb j '  atomic~sitions. 
The only possibility is then r,~, which gives magnetic 
moments Mt ~ M, and M a ~ M4. The best tit between 
observed and calculated data is obtained with the 
non-collinear arrangement of the magnetic moments 
given below: 

m ~ I l l  ~, I11 e 
Ml: m m 11 
M2: ttz t ,  11 
Mj: m =m (I 
M,z: ttl - ill 1| 

Terbium magnetic moments are then aligned along 
[110] or [1]0] directions (Fig. 6). This 'Ft.' magnetic 
model is independent of temperature below T:, ex- 
cept for the value of m. Refinement of neutron data 
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Fig. 4. a: Thor, hal variation of the d,o o o~, spacing; b: thermal variation of (0 0 0) ± magnetic Bragg peak integrated intensity. 

at T = 1.5 K (Fig. 7) leads to M = m ' ~  = 8.70(5) #a, 
in good agreement with the Tb "~+ free ion saturated 
moment value (gsJ = 9/~a). 

6. Conclusion 

Two antiferromagnetic transitions have been 
observed for polycrystalline Tb:Pdz.~Sno.~s by means 
of magnetic measurements and neutron diffraction 
expcrimenls, The Tb:Pd~,sSn,,~ low temperature 
magnetic phase (T < T~ ~ 20.8(5) K) is associated with 
k: ~ (0 0 ! /2)  commensurate wave vector, F~,, irre- 
ducible rcpre~ntation (magnetic group theory). Mag- 
aerie moments for Tb ~* ions arc pe~pendicular to the 
tetragonal ¢=axis, and directed along [110] (M t Vi~) 
or [ l/O] (Mo~ ~ M4), with M ~ 8,70(5) ~ i ~ / ~  at 
7" ~ I,~ K, ~etWeetl '~  l i l ld T N ~ 27,~2) K, all inconl o 

mensurate magnetic structure is observed, with k~ = 
(k~. k., 1/2), and k,. decreasing with decreasing tem- 
peratures. 

The same sequence of magnetic structures, with 
incommensurate magnetic wave vector at higher tem- 
peratures (T c ~ T ~  TN) and lock-in effect at low 
temperatures ~from kx * 0 to k, = 0 below Tc), was 
previously observed for Ce:Pd:.o~Sno.~,, with (k,  0 
O)-type magnetic wave vector in that case and Ce "~* 
magnetic moments parallel to the c-axis. 

The existence of incommensurate magnetic ,.~truco 
tures in 2:2:1 stannides, U:M:Sn and RE,M:Sn, 
occurs only for Rare Earth (RE) compounds. Only 
tWO comnlensurat¢ nlagnetic wave vectors are lieges- 
sar~ _y to describe she LLMo :Sn (M~Ni .  Rh. Pd) 
antiferromagnetic siruc|urcs: k ~ (0 (l 0) and 
k ~ (0 0 I/2). It should be noted that Tb~Pd:..sSn.,j s 
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Fig. 5. P, efi~,ement (in pr~file matching m~¢  [ 13]) of Tb, Pd~.~Sntl,~ neutron powder diffraction pattern at T = ~ I K~ Vertical ticks ffrom 
up to d~lO cot~spond to 20a Bra~ positions for P4/mbm cLystal structure, k~ =(0 1t 1/2) commensurate and k~ = (k~ k~ i /2)  
in¢om~nsurat¢ magnetic phases, 
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A 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the commensurate [k = (0 0 
1/2)] non..collinear magnetic structure of Tb:Pd,0sSno,~ s (mag- 
netic unit-cell a x a x 2c). 

is antiferromagnetic, but with a 'new' k =  (0 0 1/2) 
magnetic structure, as compared to UaNi.,Sn and 
U, RhaSn k - (0 0 1/2) magnetic structures (F,). 

if the U,M:Sn physical properties are strongly 
dependent on the nature of M via 5f(U)-nd(M) hy- 
bridization, hybridization effects are no longer rele- 
vant for RE.,M,Sn compounds, mainly with RE in 
the second series. Models for localized 4f magnetism, 
with competing magnetic interaction and .... rystalhnc 
Electric Field {CEF) anisotropy, have then to be 
considered. The incommensurate modulation 
observed for Tb: Pd~.0~SIi0,~5 suggests a RKKY model 
Ibr magnetic exchange (via conductkm electrons). As 

regards CEF for P4/~abm space group, the point 
symmetry of (4h) Wickoff po,~t.ion is ram, with one 
mirror perpendicular to the tetragonal e-axis and the 
other either perpendicular to [110] (for Tb I and Tb z) 
or [ 110] directions (for Tb 3 and Tb 4). Easy magnetiza- 
tion axis could then be [110] for Tbt and Tb 2 mag- 
netic moments and [1i0] for Tb 3 and Tb 4 magnetic 
moments: these directions are the directions effec- 
tively observed for the magnetic moments in 
Tb2Pd2.osSno.95. The value of the Tb 3+ magnetic mo- 
ment (8.70 /zB/'rb 3. at T = 1.5 K), close to the free 
ion theoretical value (9 # B /  Tb3+), indicates, how- 
ever, a rather small overall CEF splitting, as com- 
pared to magnetic exchange in this compound 
(~knTn). 
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